Sebastopol City Council Meeting – January 15, 2013 – Synopsis and Commentary
--Kelly Swedenborg
1. Public Comment – General and In Regard to Agenda Items
The usual suspects spoke on the usual topics, a few other highlights…
* Out of town “Guy from Occupy” - noted that there will be a protest in front of CVS on Saturday
and encouraged all to attend.
* Jonathan Greenberg spoke several times most interestingly offering to create a web-page, literature
and fund raising conduit for the council/city to promote the ban on drive-thrus and possibly to sell
to other cities. All of this he would provide for free taking only 15% of the donations collected and
apparently owning the rights to sell to other cities. He presented this proposition during public
forum so the council could not respond. It will be interesting to see if this goes somewhere.
2. Appointment of Design Review Board
Only four candidates left from initial group of six – two dropped out. Council vetted them prior to
meeting. They needed to pick two and one alternate. It was as follows:
Here are the votes and the three winners - Douch and Luthin win - Level agreed to be alternate.
Candidate
Zachary
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Ted Luthin
Craig Boblitt
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3. Public Hearing to consider extending the 45 day Drive Thru Moratorium
Council looking at extending moratorium for 10 months and 15 days more (total of one year) to give
the Planning Commission time to review and create a formal ordinance. Draft Ordinance to extend
the moratorium was presented via email to the council for review prior to the meeting. When the
topic came up on the agenda and the council was provided 5 minutes to re-review, Helen Shane was
personally presented her own copy to review. In addition she was allowed to ask a question about
the document during the council discussion. The rest of us insignificant schmucks were not invited
to the party. That was weird and, on the surface really inappropriate… didn’t realize we had six
elected members of the council ... just saying.
Following review the council voted unanimously to extend the moratorium for the requested 10
months and 15 days for the Planning Commission review.

